
FAQs 

 

1. What is SACFA? 

 

  SACFA. Standing Advisory Committee for Frequency Allocation (India) 

 

2. When to go for SACFA? 

Once grant of frequency is agreed by WPC wing and decision letter is 

issued, SACFA application may be filed online with the approved 

technical parameters mentioned in decision letter. 

3. What is AMSL? 

Above Mean sea level height of the location. 

4. What is Mast AGL? 

Above ground level height of mast . 

 

5. What is building AGL? 

Above ground level height of the building. 

 

6. What is Antennae AGL? 

Above Ground level height of Antennae. 

 

7. What is simplified SACFA procedure? 

 

As per the new simplified procedure of Standing Advisory Committee on 

radio Frequency Allocation ( SACFA) , all antenna  towers/masts located 

beyond 07 kms from the nearest airport and having up to 40 meters 

height, above the   Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL) of the Airport 

Reference Point are cleared in automated processing system. 

 

8. SACFA processing fees? 

 

Rs 1000/-( one thousand INR) is the one time  SACFA processing fees 

per site under head of account 127500103050200 through Bharatkosh. 
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9. Web portal of SACFA? 

 

Applicant has to get registration and file application on SARAL 

SANCHAR web portal. 

 

10. What is Additional Antenna Category? 

 

Under this category siting clearance applications are received when the 

same or another applicant desires to put additional antenna on the tower 

below the earlier approved Antennae Siting Clearance. Application  

received under additional antenna category  is accorded WPC acceptance 

no. after receipt of the Hard Copy of undertaking and  application along 

with required processing fee (Rs. 1000/= per site bharatkosh challan No). 

Acceptance number itself is treated as Siting Clearance and no Siting 

Clearance letters etc. are required to be issued to the applicant. 

 

11. What is Exemption Category?  

 

Cases in specific frequency bands with limited power and located  more 

than specific distance from air port are cleared immediately without NOC 

from SACFA members .As soon as the application is received, it is 

accorded WPC acceptance no. After receipt of the Hard Copy of 

undertaking and application along with required processing fee (Rs. 

1000/= per site bharatkosh challan). Acceptance number itself is treated 

as Siting Clearance and no Siting Clearance letters etc. are required to be 

issued to the applicant. 

 

 

 

 


